
Hello to all our Electric Eels Members, 
 
We are just  a week away from our first club night so it is time to log in to swim 
central and nominate for your races - please remember to only nominate for 
one distance in each stroke.    Nominations close Wednesday 7th at 12 midday 
- if you have not nominated you will not receive a time for your swim. 
 
If all families can download TeamApp as this is a great way for 
urgent communication across the season – such as if an 
electrical storm cancels a night at the last minute, we can 
quickly notify everyone. Request membership of Electric Eels 
team and our website manager will accept.  
 
We have purchased new computers and timers and your 
committee has been at the pool practicing with these to smooth out the 
process of starts and getting through the races on time.   
 
Please take the time to read this important information before club nights: 
 
I have attached the programmes for the first 2 weeks here.  You will notice we 
have an adjusted programme or these first 2 nights.  This is so we can include a 
short presentation of some of the trophies from last season. 
 
COVID: 
We have a COVID safe plan in place. In order to meet the requirements for this 
we must ask that only one parent attend per family and whenever possible, 
non-swimming siblings do not attend.  This will change as government 
guidelines change.  
.  
The grandstand will have allocated family spaces and we will ask  if some 
members could bring chairs to sit in other areas apart from the grandstand to 
allow for social distancing. 
Please remember, please do not attend if: 
If you or your child has been unwell, cough, fever, sore throat. 
If you or your child have travelled to an identified hot spot or overseas  in the 
last 14 days. 
If you have come in contact with someone who is known to have COVID. 
Please stay at home if unwell. 
 
We will have arrows for flow of movement and we will ask that the swimmers 
stay on the marshalling side of the pool as much as possible (obviously we 
understand the smaller children will need some help from parents and older 
swimmers).   
 
On arrival, we will have an online or written check in so please complete this. A 
committee member will be identified as an information person if you need any 
help. 



 
Volunteers: 
 
We will have the canteen and BBQ running as usual for all to enjoy. 
 
Our volunteer coordinator Sally will be organising our volunteer roster. Each 
week we need parents to perform duties such as timekeeping, BBQ and 
marshalling. We will need all members to participate in the volunteer roster as 
we did last season.  If everyone participates you should only have duties 
approximately 2/3 times across the entire season. 
 
Thanks for your understanding as we get to restart club nights and don’t forget 
to nominate for club captains by 5pm Sunday! 


